RYAN M. KOLTON

Ryan M. Kolton wears multiple hats as an influencer, model, actor and creative director,
and most recently, delved deeper into the European elegant lifestyle, by wearing and
working with a very selective variety of high end brands, from Louis Vuitton, Burberry,
and Diesel to name a few.
Currently, Ryan spends his time traveling between New York and Los Angeles working
as creative consultant for several brands.
Ryan’s creative space comes from being personally inspired to inspire others to
constantly dream big and venture farther like he did a few years back. His personal
motto, turn negativity into positivity, keep fighting for the things you dream to achieve and
always hit the ground running…

As a digital influencer Ryan today is a source of inspiration to millions of people in countries like
the USA, Russia, Italy and in the World, through his dedicated scope on a variety of passions
and interests that concern the modern young to adult man. From fashion to sport, travel, music
and movies combined with his official profiles active on social networks, Ryan is followed by the
driven, the out-side-the-box thinkers, the passionate, creative, career and social media savvy
people, both independent and very ambitious.

Ryan’s Demographic & Target Audience 16 to 35 years of age with an international
audience from United States, Mexico, Brazil, Russia, Thailand, China, to name a few…
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SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE
Ryan M. Kolton has over 50,000 total unique followers. This includes a combination of
his Instagram, Twitter, Facebook and blog followers with an overall reach + impressions
on his socials over 350K.
Ryan Kolton: @Ryanmkolton
Most recent Collaborations:
Teva / Duvin / Vogue & Simon Outlets / Adon Magazine / LA LA LAND Movie Premiere
Lions Gate / Fossil Partners / Robert Wayne Man / UnderArmour / Oas Company / Uniqlo
USA / Michael Stars / Section Store / Hugo Boss / LaCoste / Forever21Men / HM etc.
Audience engagement: 71% MALE - 29% FEMALE and UV: 14K - 17K & PV 25K
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